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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
 Qualifications and Experience  

 

1.1 My full name is Alan Ross Matheson.  I hold the position of Team Leader 

District Plan (Strategy and Planning) at Christchurch City Council (Council) 

and have held that position since November 2012. 

 

1.2 I hold a Diploma in Regional and Resource Planning from Otago University 

(1983), and am a full member of the New Zealand Planning Institute.  I 

have been a practising planner for the past 30 years.  Immediately prior to 

moving to Christchurch, I managed the resource consent and compliance 

unit at Tauranga City Council for 1 year, and was a director of a planning 

consultancy C & M Planning Limited in Hamilton for 6 years.  I was 

previously employed as Planning Manager with Maunsell Limited in 

Hamilton for 12 years.  I joined Maunsell Limited in February 1993.  

Between November 1983 and June 1990 I held the positions of Planning 

Officer with the Whakatane District Council, Planner with the former 

Waikato County Council and subsequently the Waikato District Council.  

From June 1990 to January 1993 I was the Senior Planner – District 

Scheme Transition for the Hamilton City Council. 

 

1.3 During the past 30 years I have been involved in the completion of the 

Whakatane District and Hamilton City district schemes prior to the 

introduction of the Resource Management Act.  Subsequently, I have 

undertaken the preparation of the first Hauraki District Plan (operative in 

1994) and its subsequent "2nd Generation" review up to the stage of 

hearing submissions.  I also undertook the review and preparation of the 

Waipa District Plan (currently at the appeal stage) in conjunction with 

BECA up to the stage of its notification.  I have also prepared a number of 

council and private plan changes/variations to district plans in Thames 

Coromandel and New Plymouth districts. 

 

1.4 My role with Council is to oversee the technical development and detail of 

all the proposals comprising the Replacement District Plan.  I chair the 

Technical Advisory Group (comprising council staff representing resource 
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consents, legal, urban design and policy aspects of Council) whose role is 

to ensure chapter material is lawful, coherent, meets Councils statutory 

responsibilities and reflects sound Resource Management practice.  I also 

co-chair the Collaborative Advisory Group (composing representatives of 

Environment Canterbury, Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority, Ngai 

Tahu (through Mahaanui Kurataiao Limited), Selwyn District Council, 

Waimakariri District Council and the Ministry for the Environment (advisory 

role only)), whose primary role is to focus on the policy direction and 

supporting content of the Plan, and working collaboratively to ensure the 

Plan addresses recovery priorities, and that its provisions are generally 

supported. 

 

1.5 With respect to this specific matter of priority, "Temporary Earthquake 

Related Activities", I have been involved in the development of the 

provisions (technical overview of the development of the proposal and 

review by the Technical Advisory Group) and attended meditation on this 

matter on behalf of Council on 3 December 2014.  

 
2. CODE OF CONDUCT 

 

2.1 I confirm that I have read the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses 

contained in the Environment Court Practice Note 2014 and that I agree to 

comply with it. I confirm that I have considered all the material facts that I 

am aware of that might alter or detract from the opinions that I express, 

and that this evidence is within my area of expertise, except where I state 

that I am relying on the evidence of another person.   

 

3. SCOPE  

 

3.1 My evidence focuses on the specific relief sought by submitters on 

Proposal 6 (Temporary Activities related to earthquake recovery) in the 

Proposed Christchurch Replacement District Plan (pRDP). 

 

3.2 The key issues raised in submissions include the following, which the 

structure of my evidence reflects: 
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(a) appropriateness of the timeframe for temporary earthquake 

related activities;  

(b) change in activity status to provide for temporary activities beyond 

2018; 

(c) application of extension to all approved activities; 

(d) provision for retailing / other activities in residential zones; 

(e) amendments to standards; 

(f) matters outside the scope of the Proposal; 

(g) amendment to Policy 14.1.1.8; 

(g) temporary residential accommodation; 

(h) notification; 

(i) general; and 

(j) definitions. 

 

4. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

 

4.1 This Statement of Evidence evaluates the submissions received on 

Proposal 6 (Temporary Activities relating to earthquake recovery) and 

Proposal 14 (Residential) as it relates to infringement of standards during 

temporary lifting of buildings to enable repair.  The Statement also 

considers the relief sought on a range of issues. Amendments are 

proposed to address the relief sought in a number of submissions while 

others are outside the scope of this hearing and will be considered as part 

of a later hearing, for example, temporary workers accommodation. 

 

4.2 A key issue raised in submissions includes the appropriateness of the 

extension for temporary earthquake recovery activities to remain in 

residential, commercial and industrial areas till April 2018. An extension 

beyond 2018, as sought by a number of submitters, is not considered 

appropriate at the current time as it does not facilitate recovery of areas 

such as commercial centres, where activities such as retailing are 

anticipated. Submissions seeking provision for retailing in residential zones 

until April 2018 are rejected for similar reasons. 

 

4.3  A change in the activity status for proposals seeking to remain beyond 

2018 has also been considered and it is proposed that any activity not 

specified or not complying with other rules is discretionary, rather than non-
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complying.  

 

4.4 Another issue raised in submissions is the extension of time for temporary 

earthquake recovery activities approved by Public Notice under the 

Canterbury Earthquake (Resource Management Act Permitted Activities) 

Order 2011 (OiC) until 2018 rather than 2016 as applies under the OiC. 

Reflecting mediation with a number of parties, it is recommended that this 

relief is accepted. 

 

4.5 It is also recommended that standards are amended to address relief 

sought in submissions including requirements for compliance with the New 

Zealand Fire Service Firefighting Code of Practice; height and recession 

plane standards for the relevant zone; and setbacks from transmission 

lines and support structures. These matters also reflect mediation amongst 

various parties.  

 

5. TEMPORARY ACTIVITIES FOR EARTHQUAKE RECOVERY 

 

5.1 Temporary earthquake recovery activities are those that have been 

displaced from their normal place of residence or business because of 

damage to, or destruction of, land or structures caused directly or indirectly 

by the Canterbury earthquake, subsequent repair or reconstruction of 

structures or essential services, land remediation works, and/or risk of 

damage to land or structures, or of injury to those inhabitants or passers-

by, including risk arising because of the state of adjacent structures1.  

These activities were and continue to be considered necessary to provide 

for recovery, as people and businesses await rebuild of infrastructure and 

buildings.  It enables activities to operate in areas where they would 

otherwise not comply with the provisions of the District Plan.  These 

provisions are consistent with the Statement of Expectations included as 

Schedule 4 to the Canterbury Earthquake (Resource Management Act 

Permitted Activities) Order 2011, specifically clause (g). 

 

 

 

                                                   
1
 Refer Canterbury Earthquake (Resource Management Act Permitted (Activities) Order 2011, clause 7(1)(a) to (d). 
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6. RELATIONSHIP OF PERMITTED ACTIVITIES ORDER IN COUNCIL WITH PRDP 

 

6.1 By way of context, I first briefly explain the Canterbury Earthquake 

(Resource Management Act Permitted Activities) Order 2011 (referred to 

hereafter as the "Permitted Activities OiC").  Council has the ability 

under the Permitted Activities OiC to introduce standards that permit a 

range of activities in a number of zones until April 2016. 

 

6.2 Under clause 5(1) of the Permitted Activities OiC, an activity that is 

permitted by virtue of the OiC retains that status for the duration of the 

Order, or until an earlier time (if any) specified in the Order.  Clause 3 of 

the Permitted Activities OiC specifies that the order expires on the expiry of 

the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Act 2011 (CER Act)2. 

 

6.3 In accordance with clauses (7)(3)(a) and (8)(3)(a) of the Permitted 

Activities OiC, Council introduced by way of public notice on 9 April 2011 

that temporary earthquake recovery activities are required to comply with. 

Subsequent amendments have been made to the standards by public 

notice on 21 December 2011 and 23 October 2013.  Any activity not 

complying with the standards is subject to an application for "Site Specific 

Approval".  Upon a decision being made, public notice is given of a Site 

Specific Approval. 

 

7. APPROPRIATENESS OF THE TIMEFRAME FOR TEMPORARY EARTHQUAKE 

RELATED ACTIVITIES 

 

7.1 A number of submissions support or seek amendments to the proposal as 

notified, which provides for temporary earthquake related activities until 30 

April 2018. Sala Sala Japanese Restaurant Ltd3, Nurse Maude 

Association4, the Methodist Church of New Zealand5 and the Canterbury 

Mens Centre6 support the extension of provisions for temporary 

earthquake related activities to 2018.  

 

                                                   
2
 Clause 93(1) of the CER Act 2011 states “This Act expires on the close of the day that is 5 years after the date of its 

commencement.” The Date of Commencement of the CER 2011 Act was 19
th
 April 2011, after its royal assent on 18

th
 April 

2011 (Clause 2 of the CER Act). 
3
 Erfort Properties Limited and Sala Sala Japanese Restaurant Limited, #796, page 8. 

4
 Nurse Maude Association, #525, page 5. 

5
 Methodist Church of New Zealand, #763, pages 4 – 5. 

6
 Canterbury Mens Centre, #1473, page 1. 
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7.2 Other submitters seek an extension of the timeframe for temporary 

earthquake related activities beyond 2018 as described below. 

 

7.3 Lyttelton Harbour Business Association7 seek an extension of the 

timeframe to 2019 although it is not explained why this is appropriate. 

Similarly, Tim Driver8 seeks amendments to extend the timeframe for 

temporary activities to 2021 as "businesses affected by the quake need 

more time in their current locations to continue trading successfully until 

more options are available". Church Property Trustees9 and the Crown10 

seek amendments to extend the timeframe for temporary activities to 2022. 

The Crown states that extending the timeframe to 2022 would align with 

the provisions for temporary workers accommodation and provide a clear 

transitional timeframe for all temporary earthquake related non-residential 

activities.  

 

7.4 Further submissions support the Crown's submission11 and that of Church 

Property Trustees12 to extend the timeframe for temporary activities to 

2022. Jane Murray13 opposes extension of the timeframe to 2018 as it will 

not benefit "Central City recovery" and seeks succession planning to 

facilitate this. Similarly, Kiwi Income Property Trust (Kiwi)14 oppose the 

Crown's submission to extend the timeframe to 2022 in respect of office 

and retail activities, while supporting provision for community facilities, 

workers accommodation and other activities (excluding retail and office) to 

2022. The former is sought "in order to achieve the hierarchical centres-

based approach of the plan". Kiwi considers that the relief sought by the 

Crown could enable significant adverse effects to be generated on 

centres15. 

 

                                                   
7
 Lyttelton Harbour Busienss Association, #769, page 3 

8
 Tim Driver, #45, page 2. 

9
 Church Property Trustees, #793, page 12; 

10
 The Crown, #495, pages 107 - 108. 

11
 Kilmarnock Enterprise Trust, #FS-1302, page 4; Awly Investments Limited, #FS-1328, page 4; Working Style Properties 

Limited, #FS-1428, page 4; Canterbury District Health Board, #FS-1443, p30. 
12

 Awly Investments Limited, #FS-1328, page 4. 
13

 Jane Murray, #780, page 1 
14

 Kiwi Income Property Trust Limited, #FS-1352, page 14. 
15

 The Crown, 495, page 14. 
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7.5 In the context of Lyttelton, submitters16 consider that temporary containers 

and buildings should be able to operate indefinitely, with examples given of 

businesses operating in Lyttelton. 

 

7.6 To provide for temporary earthquake related activities as permitted beyond 

2018 could have the effect of slowing the recovery in the locations where 

activities are anticipated, that is in those parts of the district that are being 

zoned for that particular activity type in the pRDP.  For example, in terms 

of encouraging commercial activities back into commercial centres, I 

understand that prior to investing in any new commercial development, 

developers require certainty that tenants for commercial buildings will 

move into that development.  I also note that the "Recovery Strategy for 

Greater Christchurch" at Section 4 (page 9) lists as one of a number of the 

six goals: 

 

 Planning for a well-functioning Christchurch central city, thriving 

suburban centres, flourishing rural towns and a productive rural 

sector. 

 

7.7 The theme of recovery is carried through into other documents including 

the "Christchurch Central Recovery Plan". For example at Page 24 under 

"Challenges", the following is stated: 

 

 The people of greater Christchurch need and deserve a central 

area that draws them in to live, work, learn and play…. 

 The facilities and services that have been lost need to be 

replaced, relatively quickly. 

 

7.8 I comment on this theme specifically in relation to retailing in residential 

zones later in my evidence.    

 

7.9 An extension beyond 2018 may reduce support for such redevelopment of 

centres due to lack of demand from tenants who would otherwise relocate 

from residential or other areas earlier.  With regard to recovery, the 

relocation of temporary earthquake activities either back to where they 

                                                   
16

 Wendy Everingham, #1088, page 2; Lyttelton Information and Resource Centre Trust, #1090, page 2. 
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were or into areas either already zoned, or being re-zoned through the 

review for that specific purpose, is considered to be part of "getting things 

back to the new normal". An extension to 2022 could also result in any 

existing adverse effects on the environment surrounding some temporary 

activities being for a longer duration, with neighbouring landowners having 

to accept those adverse effects to a date some 12 years after the first 

earthquake. 

 

7.10 As stated in paragraphs 10.10 to 10.14 of the Supplementary Evidence of 

Mr Peter Eman on the Strategic Directions Proposal17, there is uncertainty 

due to the different issues facing different temporary activities, such as the 

supply of suitable premises for smaller commercial activities. However, the 

longer that the provisions are extended, the more uncertainty that is 

created. 

 

7.11 I therefore agree with the conclusion in paragraph 10.15 of Mr Peter 

Eman's supplementary evidence18 that the expiry of provisions for 

temporary earthquake related activities should be 2018.  In reaching this 

conclusion, I am mindful that there will be some people and businesses 

operating under the temporary recovery activity provisions who will not be 

in a position to relocate due to premises not being available in time and for 

other reasons.  However, it is my opinion that the 2018 date along with an 

appropriate resource consent process to consider those activities needing 

to either stay longer, supports a policy approach of encouraging relocation 

of temporary earthquake activities (either back to where they were or into 

the areas that are already zoned and those areas that are being rezoned 

through this review process for that particular purpose). In my view the 

submissions that seek that the expiry of provisions for temporary 

earthquake related activities should be extended past 2018, should be 

rejected.  

 

                                                   
17

 Supplementary Statement of Evidence of Peter Nicholas Eman on behalf of Christchurch City Council dated 21 November 
2014. 
18

 Supplementary Statement of Evidence of Peter Nicholas Eman on behalf of Christchurch City Council dated 21 November 
2014. 
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 Change in activity status to provide for temporary activities beyond 2018 

 

7.12 Under the pRDP, any activity not complying with the standards in Rule 

6.4.2.2.1 Permitted Activities or Rule 6.4.2.2.2 Restricted Discretionary 

Activities fall to be considered as a Non-complying activity under Rule 

6.4.2.2.3.  Any activity not listed in Rules 6.4.2.2.1 or 6.4.2.2.2 (including 

any temporary earthquake related activity seeking to remain beyond April 

2018) falls to be considered as a non complying activity unless they are 

specified as permitted, restricted discretionary, discretionary or prohibited 

in a zone elsewhere in the pRDP, in which case they take on the relevant 

zone activity status. As such, the pRDP provides for the possibility of 

resource consent and for activities to be granted consent, in order to 

continue beyond 2018. 

 

7.13 A number of submitters19 seek amendments to the proposed rules and 

matters of discretion to provide the opportunity to apply for consent for the 

continuation of temporary earthquake related activities beyond 30 April 

2018 as a restricted discretionary activity. Canterbury Aggregate 

Producers Group20 support the submission point of Triton Patrols in this 

respect. Reasons given for the proposed amendments include the 

"uncertainties surrounding the pace of recovery" and potential effects on 

'recovery, economic activity and employment'. 

 

7.14 Other submitters21 seek the inclusion of provisions to provide guidance on 

matters that will be considered for applications for temporary activities 

beyond April 2018. Examples of matters that could be assessed include 

availability of premises to relocate to, effects on adjoining properties and 

the duration sought.  

 

7.15 A date beyond April 2018, means that some temporary activities could 

have been in place for up to 7 years already.  Any extension as a permitted 

activity could be perceived as a permanent change by those in the 

surrounding environment. The effects, whether a longer term temporary 

                                                   
19

 Triton Patrols (2008) Limited, #112, page 4, point (c); St Georges Hospital, #128, page 4, point (c); Faulks Investments 
Limited, #799, page 4. 
20

 Canterbury Aggregate Producers Group, #FS-1334, Appendix A, page 1 
21

 The Elmwood Club, #848, page 3; Beca, #909, page 4. 
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earthquake related activity or any permanent activity that is not a permitted 

activity, may be indistinguishable from each other and both activities 

should in my view be treated consistently beyond a specified date. 

 

7.16 Signalling that the effects of temporary earthquake related activities 

continuing beyond April 2018 will be treated the same as any other activity 

provides certainty in terms of timing for all persons affected.  

 

7.17 There may be instances where a temporary earthquake recovery activity is 

appropriate beyond April 2018, which is recognised in Policy 3.6.1.4 of the 

Strategic Directions Proposal22. Any application will be assessed against 

this policy and relevant provisions for the zone e.g. objectives and policies 

of the Residential Proposal. Having regard to the scope in Policy 3.6.1.4 

Strategic Directions, for a temporary earthquake related activity to continue 

beyond 2018, a Discretionary activity status for beyond 2018 is more 

appropriate than the notified activity status which is non-complying.  I 

therefore recommend the following changes to Rules 6.4.2.2.3 and 

6.4.2.2.4:  

 

6.4.2.2.[X] Discretionary activities  

Activity 

D1 Any activity listed in Rule 6.4.2.2.1 that does not comply with 

the Activity Specific Standards set out in Rule 6.4.2.2.1, or 

any activity not listed in Rules 6.4.2.2.1 or 6.4.2.2.2,  unless 

otherwise specified in the District Plan as permitted, 

restricted discretionary, non-complying or prohibited 

activity.  

 

6.4.2.2.3 Non-complying activities 

Activity 

NC1 Any activity listed in 6.4.2.1 that does not comply with the 

Activity Specific Standards set out in 6.4.2.1, or any Activity 

not listed in 6.4.2.1 or 6.4.2.2,  unless otherwise specified in 

the District Plan as a permitted, restricted discretionary, 

                                                   
22

 I refer to Attachment A to Rebuttal Evidence of Peter Nicholas Eman on behalf of Christchurch City Council on the Strategic 
Directions Proposal dated 27 November 2014, where two amendments to the Policy were recommended by the Council in 
response to submissions on the Strategic Directions Proposal by the Crown (#495) and the Canterbury Aggregate Producers 
Group (#886). 
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discretionary or prohibited activity.  

 

Activities P1 to P6 listed in 6.4.2.2.1 that do not comply with 

activity specific standards P1(x), P2(s), P3(p), P4(u), P5(m) 

and P6(n) (setback from the National Grid and Orion's 

transmission lines and support structures). 

 

 

7.18 Other options canvassed as part of the mediation, included one which 

would consist of permitted activity status to April 2018, restricted 

discretionary activity status up to 2022 and non complying activity status 

after 2022.  However, for the reasons set out in paragraphs 7.12 – 7.14 in 

this evidence and to reduce plan complexity it is my opinion that the 

permitted activity/discretionary activity split provides the necessary activity 

status to address activities beyond the 2018 date.   

 

7.19 I have considered the use of restricted discretionary activity status for 

temporary earthquake related activities beyond 2018.  However, while a 

number of matters of discretion can be developed (eg length of time 

beyond 2018, availability of premises to relocate to), I am concerned that 

unless the matters of discretion are comprehensive, there may arise 

situations where approval to remain beyond 2018 could be supported but 

the matters of discretion do not contain that discretion.  The discretionary 

activity status provides the necessary scope to consider all situations.   

 

7.20 At the time of writing this evidence, I had not had the opportunity to caucus 

with other planning experts to explore the suitability of the restricted 

discretionary activity status.  I would be happy to do so if directed.  

However, I do note that the inclusion of a longer list of matters of discretion 

possibly does not have particular regard to (a)(ii) of the Ministers' 

Statement of Expectations and possibly (i) of the Expectations.  

 

7.21 As a consequence of the mediation on the temporary activity provisions 

and further analysis through preparation of this evidence, in my view it is 

inappropriate for Policy 3.6.1.4 of the Strategic Directions proposal to 

include a specific date of April 2018, by which time all temporary activities 

must cease (in an absolute sense).  Inclusion of such a date would have 
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the perverse outcome of making any resource consent application seeking 

consent to remain beyond the April 2018 date as a permanent activity, 

contrary to this policy.  However, the inclusion of a date that would require 

consideration through the resource consent process of the need to remain 

in a temporary location beyond that date, could be appropriate.  The 

Property Council version of the Strategic Directions Proposal23 provides an 

example of a policy direction that could provide the basis for such a 

mechanism.  At the time of writing this evidence, the final wording of Policy 

3.4.1.4 is still be resolved by those planners involved in the caucusing on 

the Strategic Directions Proposal.  This matter can be covered in 

supplementary evidence and/or addressed at the hearing of this matter, if 

this would assist the Panel.  

 

7.22 Transpower and Orion24 seek retention of the non-complying activity status 

for activities that do not meet the activity specific standards, particularly in 

respect of activities that seek to locate within setbacks sought from 

transmission lines and support structures (refer to paragraphs 7.22 and 

7.23 for relief sought to include a new activity standard requiring the 

setback of activities from transmission lines and support structures). 

 

7.23 Given the potential for reverse sensitivity effects on strategic infrastructure, 

the relief sought by Transpower and Orion of retaining a non-complying 

activity status for activities encroaching into the setback from transmission 

lines and support structures is in my view appropriate. I therefore 

recommend the following: 

 

Activity 

NC1 Activities P1 to P6 listed in 6.4.2.2.1 that do not comply with 

activity specific standards P2(x), P3(s), P4(p), P5(u), P6(m) 

and P7(n) (Setback from the National Grid and Orion's 

transmission lines and support structures). 

 

 

 

 

                                                   
23

 Evidence in Chief of Mr M Bonis on behalf of Property Council New Zealand (25 November 2014), Paragraphs 56 – 65 and 
Attachment “D” 
24

 Transpower New Zealand Limited, #832, page 9; Orion New Zealand Limited, #FS-1339, page 15. 
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Application of extension for all approved activities  

 

7.24 I have set out by way of context, a brief explanation of the Permitted 

Activities OiC in section 6 above.  A number of submitters25 seek 

amendments to permit any activities already 'consented'26 or 'approved'27 

under the Permitted Activities OiC to continue until 2018 (subject to being 

of the same scale and complying with the conditions under which it was 

originally established28). These submissions need to be considered in the 

context that there are essentially two sub-sets of temporary activities under 

the Permitted Activities OiC – those that are permitted as they comply with 

the standards set out in the three respective Public Notices, and those that 

have been approved by way of a Site Specific Approval.  It is assumed that 

the reference to activities consented or approved under the OiC (in the 

submissions referenced in footnote 25 and 26 extends to include activities 

permitted by standards under the OiC as well as activities with site specific 

approval.  

 

7.25 The submission of the University of Canterbury29 to extend permitted 

activities through to April 2018 is opposed by the Ilam and Upper Riccarton 

Residents Association30 in this respect. It is also noted that the Lyttelton Mt 

Herbert Community Board31 "…reluctantly supports one roll-over of the 

expiry date of the permits but would not support a second rollover date". 

 

7.26 Section 5(3) of Permitted Activities OiC states: 

 

 However, an activity undertaken in reliance on this order does 

not— (a) give rise to, or create, any existing use right for the land 

or structures after the expiry of this order;…  

 

                                                   
25

 Nurse Maude Association, #525, page 5; University of Canterbury, #797, page 18; ; Faulks Investments Limited, #799, page 
3; Elmwood Club, #848, page 3; Beca Limited, #909, page 4. 
26

 Nurse Maude Association, #525, page 5. 
27

 University of Canterbury, #797, page 18; Faulks Investments Limited, #799, page 3 seek as alternative relief, “a new clause 
P7 to read “A temporary activity lawfully established and in existence prior to 30 April 2016, in reliance on a specific temporary 
authorisation issued by the Christchurch City Council”; Elmwood Club, #848, page 2; Beca, #909, page 3. 
28

 Nurse Maude Association, #525, page 5 
29

 University of Canterbury, #797, Table 5 
30

 Ilam and Upper Riccarton Residents Association, #FS-1427, page 2 
31

 Lyttelton Mt Herbert Community Board, #762, page 1. 
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7.27 Therefore, any temporary activities approved under the OiC are currently 

subject to the new rules after the expiry of the OiC in April 2016 and for 

any non-compliance, resource consent will be required. 

 

7.28 Under the OiC, 415 Site Specific Approvals have been issued for business 

and non-residential activities as at 15 April 2014. Each activity with a 'Site 

Specific Approval' has been assessed in terms of its effects and specific 

conditions applied, where appropriate. Any other temporary earthquake 

related activity that has been permitted under standards published under 

clauses 7(3) and 8(3)(a) of the OiC is required to fill in a ‘Permitted 

Temporary Accommodation’ form.  Council is to confirm within 3 working 

days whether the activity requested is permitted. 

 

7.29 Through mediation with a number of parties on 3 December, it has been 

agreed that activities in the residential, commercial or industrial zones 

permitted by public notice under the Permitted Activities OiC through to its 

expiry in April 2016 should be permitted until 30 April 2018 if they continue 

to comply with the same conditions as the notice permitting that activity.   

 

7.30 A grandparenting clause is in my view appropriate given the activities in 

question have been subject to an assessment of their effects with 

permitted conditions to minimise those effects. This approach is 

considered fair and reasonable and enables additional time for activities to 

shift to more appropriate locations.  

 

7.31 The following new rule is therefore proposed to sit in the permitted 

activities table at 6.4.2.2.1:  

 

Activity Activity specific 

standards 

PX Any temporary activity established 

under either clause 7(3)(a) or 

8(3)(a) of the Canterbury 

Earthquake (Resource 

Management Act Permitted 

Activities) Order 2011 that is in 

A. The activity shall 

comply with all standards 

specified in the relevant 

Public Notice  
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accordance with either: 

 

a)  the provisions of a Public 

Notice published on 9 April 2011, 

21 December 2011 and 23 October 

2013; or 

 

b) a public notice published for a 

site specific approval 

  

that would expire on 18 April 2016 

are permitted activities up to 30 

April 2018 

 

 

Provision for retailing / other activities in residential zones   

 

7.32 A number of submissions seek provision for retailing (including retail and 

commercial service activities) in residential zones32. Submitters consider 

that the effects of retailing are no different to other activities, subject to 

compliance with standards specified for other activities33, or that the effects 

of the specific activity are consistent with that of the residential 

environment they are located in34. A further submission from Michael 

Hughes35 opposes the submission of Working Style to permit retailing 

within residential zones until 30 April 2018, on the basis of concerns with 

management of the interface between the premises and the adjoining 

residential property, parking and the effect on the Central City.  

 

7.33 A further submission from Kiwi36 opposes the submissions of Armitage (#7) 

and Driver (#45) as it "…could change significantly the role of the zone" 

and "…could enable significant adverse effects to be generated on 

                                                   
32

 Richard Armitage, #7, page 1; Gloucester Cottage Day and Medi Spa, #19, page 2; Kilmarnock Enterprises Limited, #598, 
page 6, Submission point 5; Working Style Properties Limited, #689, page 5, Submission point 3; Erfort Properties Limited and 
Sala Sala Japanese Restaurant Limited, #796, page 8; Tim Driver, #45, page 2. 
33

 Kilmarnock Enterprises Limited, #598, page 6, Submission point 5; Working Style Properties Limited, #689, page 5, 
Submission point 3.  
34

 Gloucester Cottage Day and Medi Spa, #19, page 2  
35

 Michael Hughes, #FS-1241, page 3. 
36

 Kiwi Income Property Trust, #FS-1352, page 6. 
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centres". 

 

7.34 Objective 6.2.6(3) of Chapter 6 to the CRPS seeks that  

"new commercial activities are primarily directed to the Central City, Key 

Activity Centres, and neighbourhood centres", and Outcome 10 of the Land 

Use Recovery Plan states "Key activity centres and neighbourhood centres 

provide for commercial activity needs and support rejuvenation of 

damaged areas". 

 

7.35 Retailing in the pRDP encompasses a wide range of uses for the display 

and sale of products and/or services. Retailing is anticipated to be the core 

activity in suburban commercial centres as recognised in Policy 4 of the 

Commercial Proposal.  Retailing plays an important role in maintaining the 

function of centres as a focal point for the community and therefore 

supports their recovery. To aid the recovery of centres, retail activity and 

commercial services temporarily located in residential areas should be 

directed back to commercial areas.  

 

7.36 While standards may address effects on an individual basis, there is a risk 

of retail activities establishing across residential areas and changing the 

anticipated role and amenity of these residential areas. 

 

7.37 On this basis, any retailing in residential zones, whether temporary or 

permanent, should be assessed on a case by case basis by way of 

resource consent. In my view the relief sought to permit retailing as a 

temporary earthquake related activity in residential areas is not 

appropriate.   

 

7.38 Finally, in the submission from Erfort Properties Limited and Sala Sala 

Japanese Restaurant Limited37, Rule 6.4.2.2.1 P1 is interpreted in a way 

that it is assumed retailing is not allowed in the Papakainga zone only, 

when the intent is that retailing is not permitted in the Residential, Small 

Settlement or Papakainga zones. As the only Stage 1 zone listed under P1 

is Residential, it is not necessary in my opinion to permit retailing in the 

current Proposal. This detailed matter was not canvassed at mediation.  

                                                   
37

 Erfort Properties Limited and Sala Sala Japanese Restaurant Limited, #796, page 8 
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The following amendments to rule 6.4.2.2.1 P1 reflect this (also refer to 

Attachment A).  

 

Activity Activity specific standards 

P1 Office, retailing, education activity, 

pre-school, heath care facilities, 

places of assembly until the 30 April 

2018, located in an Open Space 

(excluding Open Space (Natural) 

and Open Space (Water)), Specific 

Purpose (Education), or Rural zone, 

or a Residential, Small Settlement, 

or Papakainga zone for activities 

other than retailing. 

… 

 

7.39 Church Property Trustees (CPT) seek reference to Spiritual Activities in 

Rule 6.4.2.2.138. The rule currently permits 'places of assembly', which are 

defined as follows: 

  

means the use of land and/or buildings for the public and/or 

private assembly of people primarily for worship, meditation, 

spiritual deliberation and ancillary community activities".  

 

7.40 On the basis that the term 'Places of Assembly' includes Spiritual Activities, 

amendments are in my view not considered necessary. 

 

8. AMENDMENTS TO STANDARDS 

 

Water supply for fire fighting  

 

8.1 The Crown39 seeks amendments to rules for temporary activities, requiring 

a water supply for firefighting consistent with the New Zealand Fire Service 

Firefighting Water Supplies Code of Practice (NZFS Standards). The rule 

as notified stated: 

 

                                                   
38

 Church Property Trustees, #793, page 12. 
39

 The Crown for the New Zealand Fire  Service, #495, page 107 
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  The activity shall be connected to or be serviced by: … ii. a 

potable water supply that meets the standards of the Canterbury 

District Health Board and NZ Fire Service;.  

 

8.2 The following amendments agreed to at Mediation on 3 December 2014 

and reflecting the Crown's submission provide clarity for the user of the 

plan and are consistent with reference to the NZFS Standards in Proposal 

14 (Residential): 

 

 Amend Activity Specific Standard (b)(ii) for Activities P1 – P6 

under Rule 6.4.2.2.1, as follows: 

  

b. The activity shall be connected to or be serviced by:  

… 

ii. A potable water supply that meets the standards of the 

Canterbury District Health Board and a water supply for 

firefighting consistent with the New Zealand NZ Fire 

Service Firefighting Water Supplies Code of Practice 

(SNZ PAS4509:2008). 

  

 Height 

 

8.3 Church Property Trustees (CPT)40 seek deletion of the rule controlling 

height in residential, commercial and industrial zones (Rule 6.4.2.2.1 P1(d) 

and P2(d)). It is the submitter's view that the standards undermine the 

ability for activities to operate temporarily. Similarly, the Crown41 oppose 

the height limits for activities under Rules 6.4.2.2.1 (P1 – P6) on the basis 

that the limits are overly prescriptive and unnecessary and any limits 

should be those that apply for the relevant zone. 

 

8.4 The standards limiting the height of any new structure to one storey in 

residential, commercial and industrial zones reflects the standard approved 

under the OiC. This is overly restrictive in my opinion and does not have 

regard to the permitted height of buildings in these zones. It is therefore 

recommended that the height limit for temporary earthquake related 

                                                   
40

 Church Property Trustees, #793, page 12 
41

 The Crown, #495, page 108. 
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activities is consistent with the provisions in the relevant Proposal (ie, 

zone) and that recession plane rules from the relevant proposal also apply 

to avoid shading effects on adjoining properties. Amendments agreed to at 

mediation on 3 December reflect this as follows (also refer to Attachment 

A): 

 Amend Rules 6.4.2.2 P1 d., P2 d., P3 d., P4 d., P5 d. and P6 d. to 

state:  

 

(d)  Any new structures shall be one storey 

comply with the height and recession plane 

standards for the relevant zone. 

 

Separation from transmission lines and support structures 

 

8.5 Transpower42 seek amendments to rules under 6.4.2.2.1 to require 

activities and/or buildings to be setback from National Grid transmission 

lines and support structures. This was discussed with Transpower at 

Mediation on 3 December and it was agreed that a new activity standard 

be incorporated. I consider this change to be appropriate. 

 

8.6 A further submission was made by Orion43 opposing the reference in the 

relief to "National Grid" infrastructure rather than any transmission line or 

support structure. Having regard to direction in Objective 6.2.1(10) of 

Chapter 6 to the RPS of ensuring development does not have adverse 

effects on strategic infrastructure, which includes the Electricity 

Transmission Network, further amendments to the relief agreed to at 

mediation are considered appropriate (as marked in red below) so that the 

standard also applies to Orion's transmission lines.   

 

8.7 I therefore recommend the following additional Activity Specific Standard 

for Activities P1 – P6 be added under Rule 6.4.2.2.1: 

 

x. The activity and/or building shall be located greater than 12 

metres from the centre line of the National Grid and Orion's 

transmission lines and greater than 12 metres from the outer 

                                                   
42

 Transpower New Zealand Limited, #832, page 9 
43

 Orion New Zealand limited, #FS-1339, page 15. 
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edge of the foundation of the National Grid and Orion's 

transmission line's support structure. 

 

8.8 I note that the term that is defined in Proposal 2 is "Electricity transmission 

network".  On reflection, it would seem to be cleared and more appropriate 

for the defined term to be "National Grid", as that is the term that is used 

and defined in the National Policy Statement on Electricity Transmission.   I 

have therefore suggested that the words "National Grid" are used in the 

additional Activity Specific Standard (as above), rather than "Electricity 

transmission network" which is currently defined in Proposal 2. 

 

 Vehicle movements 

 

8.9 CPT44 seek deletion of the rules controlling vehicle movements in 

residential, commercial and industrial zones (Rules 6.4.2.2.1 P1(h), P2(h)). 

It is the submitter's view that the standards undermine the ability for 

activities to operate temporarily.  

 

8.10 The proposed rules submitted on reflect the OiC (P1(h)) or require 

compliance with Rule 7.2.3.10 of the Transport Proposal (P2(h). To ensure 

a consistent approach, Rule P1(h) should also refer to Rule 7.2.3.10 of the 

Transport Proposal, which will be subject to a hearing at a future date 

when the merits of that rule can be considered. In the interim, the following 

amendment is proposed to Rule 6.4.2.2.1 P1(h): 

 

 h.  The activity shall not generate more than 100 

additional vehicle trips per day to and from a site 

accessed only by a local road or 250 additional 

vehicle trips per day to and from a site with access to 

a collector or arterial road. In the Residential Banks 

Peninsula zone the activity shall not generate more 

than 200 additional vehicle trips per day.  comply 

with Rule 7.2.3.10 High Trip Generators. 

 

  

                                                   
44

 Church Property Trustees, #793, page 12 
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 Hours of operation 

 

8.11 CPT45 seeks an extension to the hours of operation for temporary activities 

in residential zones to 7am -10pm Monday to Friday under Rule 6.4.2.2.1 

(P1)(i). It is not clear whether this is intended to replace the specific limits 

on hours of operation for all activities or specific activities. On the basis 

that it is the former, the proposed amendment results in an additional hour 

from 9 – 10 pm for all activities except offices. In respect of offices, the 

proposed amendment would provide for an additional 2 hours in the 

morning (7 am – 9 am) and 1 hour in the evening (9 – 10 pm). 

 

8.12 The rules in Proposal 6 reflect the limits on hours of operation in the 

Residential Suburban zone of Proposal 14 (Residential) for Education 

activities, pre-schools, Health-care facilities and Places of Assembly, and 

therefore provide a level of consistency. This is in my view appropriate on 

the basis that the effects of activity outside the hours prescribed are likely 

to be similar for both temporary earthquake related activities and 

permanent activities and there is no reason to permit effects later in the 

evening without disturbance to persons in the surrounding area. 

Temporary activities have potentially been in place for more than 3 years 

and as the proposal permits these activities for at least 3 more years (ie for 

some activities this could mean 7 years in total). Therefore, any potential 

effects on residents of noise and disturbance are for the foreseeable 

future. 

   

8.13 The Crown46 and Argos Financial Systems Ltd (Argos)47 also oppose the 

hours of operation prescribed for office activity, being 9 am to 9 pm, and 

consider it to be overly prescriptive (Crown) or 'out of line with the 

operation of normal office hours' (Argos). The Crown's submission is 

supported in a further submission from Working Style Properties Limited48. 

 

8.14 The effects of staff and visitors arriving at or leaving an office activity could 

be the same or less relative to an education activity, pre-school, health-

care facility or Place of Assembly, assuming the same number of persons. 

                                                   
45

 Church Property Trustees, #793, page 12 
46

 The Crown, #495, page 109 
47

 Argos Financial Systems Limited, #346, page 2. 
48

 Working Style Properties, #FS-1428, page 4. 
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In my opinion, a more restrictive approach to Office activity, relative to the 

other activities listed, cannot be justified and I consider that is appropriate 

for Rule 6.4.2.2.1 (P1)(i) to be amended. The following amendments also 

reflect the outcome of mediation with a number of other parties on 3 

December as recorded in the Mediation Report and are considered 

appropriate for the reasons set out above. 

 

i. The activity shall restrict its hours of operation to the following: 

 Activity Permitted hours of operation 

i. Office 7am9am-9pm Monday to Friday; 

7am9am-1pm Saturday and public 

holidays. 

 

8.15 This also recognises the operational requirements of business as referred 

to in the submission of Argos49. 

 

8.16 Michael Hughes50 seeks amendments so that temporary retail operations 

should not be permitted on Sundays or Public Holidays, or alternatively, 

that the hours of operation on these days are limited to 9 am – 1 pm only. 

His concern is that temporary retailers operating on these days have a 

negative impact on adjoining residential dwellings in terms of traffic 

congestion and loss of privacy. 

 

8.17 Temporary retailing is excluded as a permitted activity in Residential zones 

and is a permitted activity (subject to meeting standards) in Commercial 

zones. There are considered to be suitable controls limiting impacts on 

residential properties adjoining commercial zones. This includes controls 

on noise, glare, the scale and location of buildings and traffic.  For these 

reasons in my opinion the relief sought to limit hours of operation is not 

appropriate.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                   
49

 Argos Financial Systems, #346, page 2. 
50

 Michael Hughes, #1121, page 6 
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Site coverage 

 

8.18 The Crown opposes 6.4.2.2.1 (P4)(i) 51, which restricts the coverage of a 

site for storage facilities in the Commercial Banks Peninsula zone (CBP) 

as well as other zones being considered as part of Stage 2. While the 

restriction in the CBP zone reflects the OiC, it is more restrictive than the 

proposed limit on site coverage in the Commercial Proposal (Maximum of 

80% net site area in Lyttelton, and 65% elsewhere). The purpose of the 

site coverage rule in the CBP zone is to avoid large expansive buildings 

that may not 'fit' with the character of the town centre, both existing and 

historic.   

 

8.19 While 100% coverage of a site may impact on the character and amenity of 

the town centre in the period to 2018, the use of sites in the town centre for 

storage facilities is temporary in nature. Therefore in my view it is 

appropriate to accept this relief so that the rule does not apply in the CBP 

zone. The following amendments are therefore proposed: 

 

 Amend 6.4.2.2.1 (P4)(i) as follows and marked in Attachment A: 

 

"In the Open Space, Central City, and Specific Purpose and 

Commercial Banks Peninsula zones, the activity shall not cover 

greater than 50% or 5,000m2 on the site." 

 

8.20 I have not considered the rule's application in respect of Stage 2 zones. 

 

Car parking 

 

8.21 CPT52 seek  deletion of rule 6.4.2.2.1 P1 (g) and P2 (g), which specifies car 

parking requirements in residential, commercial and industrial zones. It is 

the submitters view that the standards undermine the ability for activities to 

operate temporarily. Similarly, Argos Financial Systems Limited53 seek 

removal of the requirement for a disabled car park. 

 

                                                   
51

 The Crown, #495, page 109. 
52

 Church Property Trustees, #793, page 12 
53

 Argos Financial Systems Limited, #346, page 2. 
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8.22 As recorded in paragraphs 7 and 8 of the minutes from the Pre-hearing 

meeting, these matters are to be excluded from the hearing on Temporary 

earthquake related activities and will be heard as part of the Transport 

proposal. 

 

9. MATTERS OUTSIDE THE SCOPE OF THE PROPOSAL 

 

9.1 There are a number of matters submitted on that are not within the scope 

of the proposal as notified. This includes the following: 

  

(a) Provisions for zones that are subject to review in Stage 2 of the 

pRDP54;  

(b) Other temporary activities including (but not limited to) buildings 

ancillary to a construction project or required for the continuation 

of activities during construction of permanent facilities55, carnivals, 

bazaars, temporary events/ public meetings and activities in the 

Central City56; 

(c) Provision for a wider range of temporary activities ('other than 

earthquake recovery activities')57 

(d) Provision for scheduled activities58; 

(e) Control on outdoor advertising59; and 

(f) Provisions for engine testing as part of the operation of 

Christchurch International Airport, restrictions on land use in 

proximity to the area60 and for the CIA approach slope boundaries; 

(g) Controls on birdstrike in proximity to Christchurch International 

Airport, by way of provisions in the General City Rules, which 

apply to multiple zones61.  

 

                                                   
54

 The Crown, #495 opposes a rule 6.4.2.2.1 (P4)(t) that applies to any storage facility in an Open Space zone (page 109), and 
provisions that refer to the “Special Purpose (Education) zone (pages 109 – 111) – The latter is supported by the Ilam and 
Upper Riccarton Residents Association, #FS-1427, page 2; Faulks Investments Limited, #799, opposes the lack of provision for 
activities in the rural zone (page 3); Canterbury Aggregate Producers Group, #FS-1334, pages 8 and 9, opposes classification 
of temporary earthquake recovery activities in the rural zone as non-complying and seek amendments to recognise the need 
for storage facilities in the Rural zone; David Yates, #28, page 1, seeks that rule 6.4.2.2.1 P4 be extended to include rural 
properties. Numerous other submissions support retention of the Upshot Café on a rural zoned property in the Heathcote 
Valley. 
55

 Church Property Trustees, #793, page 13. 
56 The Crown, #495, pages 111 – 112. 
57

 Canterbury Aggregate Producers Group, #FS-1334, page 6. 
58

 Church Property Trustees, #793, page 14; Richmond Working Men’s Club and Mutual Arts Society, #895, page 12. 
59

 Michael Hughes, #1121, page 7. 
60

 Christchurch International Airport Limited, #863, page 16; McGregor Smith Family Trust, #FS-1434, page 1 (Opposing 
submission 863); Errol and Kathryn Smith, #FS-1435, page 1 (Opposing submission 863; Independent Fisheries Limited, #FS-
1453, page 1-4, opposing submission 863. 
61

 Christchurch International Airport Limited, #863, page 19 
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9.2 As recorded in the direction from the Hearings Panel dated 10 December, 

the matters under (a), (b) and (c) will be the subject of separate proposals 

to be notified and heard separately. They are therefore outside the scope 

of this hearing. 

 

9.3 In respect of (d) to (g), these matter are being reviewed in Stage 2 and it is 

therefore unnecessary for the Hearings Panel to consider at this time.  

 

10. AGREED ISSUE (E) OF THE MEDIATION REPORT: AMENDMENT TO POLICY 

14.1.1.8 (PROPOSAL 14 – RESIDENTIAL) 

 

10.1 Built form standards that were identified as likely to be infringed during 

repair of buildings and having only minor temporary adverse effect, in 

Proposal 14 were: 

 

(a) Building height; 

(b) Site coverage; 

(c) Outdoor living space; 

(d) Daylight recession planes; and 

(e) Minimum building setbacks from internal boundaries. 

 

10.2 Accordingly the Council included the following policy in Proposal 14: 

  

14.1.1.8 Policy – Temporary infringement for earthquake repairs 

 

a.  Enable temporary infringement of some built form 
standards to facilitate the timely completion of repairs 
to earthquake damaged houses and ancillary buildings. 

 

10.3 The Council also included the following rule in the permitted activity tables 

in the Stage 1 zones - Residential Suburban Zone62, Residential Medium 

Density Zone63, Residential Banks Peninsula Zone64, and the Residential 

Conservation Zone65. 

 

 

                                                   
62

 14.2.2.1 (P23) 
63

 14.3.2.1 (P16) 
64

 14.4.2.1 (P13) 
65

 14.5.2.1 (P13) 
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Activity Activity specific standards 

P Temporary lifting of moving of 

earthquake damaged buildings 

where there is non compliance 

with one or more of rules 

[relevant rule number from the 

built form standards as 

required.] 

a. Buildings shall not be: 

i. moved to within 1m of an internal boundary 

and/or within  3m or any waterbody, scheduled 

tree, listed heritage item, natural resources  and 

Council owned structure, archaeological site, or 

the coastal marine area; 

ii. lifted to a height exceeding 2.5m above the 

applicable recession plane or height control. 

    

b.  The building must be lowered back or 

moved back to its original position, or a position 

compliant with the District Plan or consistent 

with a resource consent, within eight weeks of 

the lifting or moving works having first 

commenced. 

 

 c. In all cases of a building being moved or 

lifted, the owners/occupiers of land adjoining 

the sites shall be informed of the work at least 

seven days prior to the lift or move of the 

building occurring. The information provided 

shall include details of a contact person, details 

of the lift or move, and the duration of the lift or 

move. 

 

d. The Council's Resource Consents 

Manager shall be notified of lifting or moving 

the building at least seven days prior to the lift 

of move of the building occurring. The 

notification must include details of the lift or 

move, property address, contact details and 

intended start date. 
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10.4 The Crown sought the following amendment to Policy 14.1.1.8. and that 

was agreed to at mediation as recorded at paragraph e)1 of the attachment 

to the Mediation Record as set out below and shown in Attachment B:  

 

Enable temporary infringement of some built form standards 

relating to building height and recession planes to facilitate the 

timely completion of repairs to earthquake damaged houses and 

ancillary buildings.66 

 

10.5 As a consequence of the amendment made at the mediation, the location 

of policies under Objectives 14.1.2 and 14.1.1 were agreed to be amended 

as per paragraph e)2 of the attachment to the Mediation Report.  In my 

view, the heading of Objective 14.1.2 should also be amended to make it 

clear that it is concerned with short-term needs.  My amendments to the 

objectives and policies are set out in Attachment B. 

 

Temporary residential accommodation 

 

10.6 The Crown opposes Rule 6.4.2.2.2 – RD3, which relates to 4 or more 

residential units on a site, on the basis that the effects are similar to 

workers' temporary accommodation. Amendments are therefore sought by 

the Crown to align the provisions in Rule 6.4.2.2.2 - RD3 to rules applying 

to workers' temporary accommodation.   

 

10.7 As way of background, on 26 September 2013, the Minister for Canterbury 

Earthquake Recovery using the provisions of section 27 of the Canterbury 

Earthquake Recovery Act 2011 issued a public notice to amend the Banks 

Peninsula, Christchurch City, Selwyn and Waimakariri District Plans to 

provide for workers' temporary accommodation.  The notice provides for a 

range of workers' temporary accommodation types (eg using existing 

buildings, units and complexes), and applying different activity status and 

standards and terms to each accommodation type in a range of zones.   

 

10.8 There are 10 separate provisions (excluding the prohibited activity status 

for both workers' temporary accommodation after 31 December 2022 and 

                                                   
66

 Submission 495, page 182. 
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subdivision) included in the public notice.  The decision sought by the 

Crown does not specify the actual relief sought, does not identify which of 

the standards and terms contained in the 10 separate provisions they 

consider should be aligned and it is unclear how the Crown envisage that 

alignment being achieved. 

 

10.9 I agree with the Crown that the provisions for workers' temporary 

accommodation and four or more residential units on a site need to and 

can be better aligned.  Further discussion with the Crown confirms that the 

submission is not clear as to the exact relief sought. 

 

10.10 To assist the Panel, the following paragraphs set out the comparison (as 

an example) between Rule 6.4.2.2.2 – RD3 (standards and matters of 

discretion) and the provisions for workers' temporary accommodation 

(section 9.2 of part 9 to the City Plan) as it relates to the erection or 

establishment of workers accommodation as a controlled activity subject to 

standards and terms (refer Rule 7 of Section 9.2).   

 

10.11 In terms of the standards, the following table compares the provisions for 

workers' temporary accommodation under Rule 7 of section 9.2 to the City 

Plan with those proposed in Rule 6.4.2.2.2 - RD3 Replacement Plan. 

 

 

Workers Accommodation - 

Activity Standards,  

Rule 7 of section 9.2 to the City 

Plan (summary) 

Rule 6.4.2.2.2 - RD3 Replacement 

Plan 

i. Location in zones specified 

being Living 2, 3, 4A, 4B, 4C or 

Business 1 or 2 or the Town 

Centre zones  

The proposed rule permits temporary 

residential units in Residential zones, 

but not in what would be Commercial 

zones. Better alignment could be 

obtained by providing the activity in 

Commercial zones as set out below  

 

ii. Limit of no more than 20 

persons per site 

No limit. Other standards manage the 

scale of the activity.  
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iii. No increased non-compliance 

for existing activities on the site 

(does not apply to density rule) 

Not specified. Any non-compliance 

with a standard triggered by the 

temporary activity will necessitate 

resource consent. Provisions are 

aligned. 

 

iv. Compliance with rules for the 

zone in respect of sunlight and 

outlook for neighbours, recession 

planes, setbacks and separation 

from neighbours 

The activity would need to comply 

with standards for the relevant zone. 

Any non-compliance with a standard 

triggered by the temporary activity will 

necessitate resource consent. 

Provisions are aligned.   

  

v. On-site parking is provided at a 

rate of 1 space per 4 beds  

Activity standard requires one space 

for each additional unit. This 

recognises that each unit proposed 

under the rule is self-contained, which 

may not be the case for workers 

accommodation. Better alignment 

could be achieved and this will be 

considered later as part of Proposal 7 

– Transport. 

 

vi. No alteration or destruction of 

any building or tree scheduled in 

the District Plan 

Activity standard requires that the 

activity must not result in the 

alteration or destruction of any 

scheduled building or tree. Provisions 

are aligned. 

 

vii. A decommissioning strategy is 

provided for removal of units by 

2022 

Activity standard requires that new 

structures are relocatable and 

relocated off-site by 30 April 2018, 

unless complying with the District 

Plan.  While different time frames 

apply, both provisions seek the same 
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outcome and hence are considered to 

be aligned. 

 

viii. On-site management is 

provided  

Rule includes a requirement for a site 

management plan (RD3 (3)). 

Provisions are aligned. 

 

ix. A site design statement is 

provided. 

Rule includes a requirement for a 

concept plan showing the proposed 

layout for structures, access, 

services, car parking and amenities 

(RD3 (2)). Provisions are aligned. 

 

 

10.12 Other standards that apply under Rule 6.4.2.2.2 – RD3, which are not 

required by Rule 7 of Section 9.2 to the City Plan include the following: 

 

(a) The residential units are for persons who moved from what was 

their normal place of residence prior to the 2010 and 2011 

Canterbury Earthquakes; 

(b) Requirement for servicing in terms of sewage disposal, water 

supply, stormwater, and power supply; 

(c)  Requirement for a setback from the road boundary;  

(d) Requirement for separation between buildings on the same site 

and between windows of separate buildings;  

(e) Limit on site coverage; and 

(f) Requirement for at least one access to an existing road. 

 

10.13 The standards listed in paragraph 9.11 above are appropriate in 

addressing both: 

 

(a) any adverse effects of temporary residential accommodation, 

particularly in residential zones; and  

(b) to distinguish temporary residential accommodation from any 

other proposal for residential accommodation, which is subject to 

the general rules in other Proposals.  

 

http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41684
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10.14 The standards above also reflect the standards for two or three residential 

units permitted under Rule 6.4.2.2.1 – P6.  I note there are no submissions 

on this activity. Therefore, a degree of consistency is appropriate. 

 

10.15 In terms of the matters of control/ discretion, the following table compares 

those matters specified under Rule 7 of Section 9.2 to the City Plan with 

those under Rule 6.4.2.2.2 – RD3 to the Replacement Plan.  

 

Workers Accommodation - 

Matters of Control 

Rule 7 section 9.2 to the City 

Plan (summary) 

Rule 6.4.2.2.2 – RD3 Replacement 

Plan - Matters of Discretion 

Site layout and building design;  Design and layout not causing 

nuisance on surrounding sites and 

the area. Provisions align. 

Any decommissioning strategy; No matter of discretion, but covered 

by activity standard requiring that the 

units are relocatable and relocated by 

30 April 2018. Provisions align. 

Nature of on-site management; Whether a site management plan will 

minimise potential nuisance. 

Provisions align. 

Car parking Proposals are subject to the 

Transport Proposal 7 to be 

considered later.  

Financial contributions (if 

applicable) 

Not applicable – There are no 

relevant provisions in Stage 1 of the 

pRDP. 

Monitoring Monitoring is undertaken as a 

statutory function by Council. 

Provisions align. 

 

10.16 Having regard to the table above, the matters of discretion for workers' 

temporary accommodation generally align with those under Rule 6.4.2.2.2 

– RD3. It is therefore concluded that the only amendments required to Rule 

6.4.2.2.2 – RD3 are to specify the other zones that four or more residential 
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units are appropriate in. These amendments are proposed below: 

 

Activity The Council's discretion 

shall be limited to the 

following matters: 

RD3 Four or more Residential Unit on a 

site until the 30 April 2018, 

additional to that otherwise 

permitted in the District Plan rules, 

located in a Residential, Open 

Space (excluding Open Space – 

Natural and Open Space – Water), 

Specific Purpose – Education Zone 

or Commercial Core, Commercial 

Fringe, Commercial Local, or the 

Commercial Banks Peninsula 

zone at Lyttelton.  

 

The activity may include ancillary 

structures including Ablution 

blocks, kitchens, laundries, and site 

management offices which; 

1. complies with the Activity specific 

standards for P6; 

2. includes a concept plan showing 

proposed structures, access, 

services, car parking and 

amenities, and 

3. includes a site management plan 

or agreement outlining how day to 

day operations on site will be 

managed to minimise any potential 

nuisance on surrounding sites and 

areas.  

 

The activity may include ancillary 

a. Whether the design and 

layout of the proposal 

minimises any potential 

nuisance on surrounding 

sites and areas. 

 

b. Whether the site 

management plan or 

agreement, outlining how 

day to day operations on 

site will be managed, and 

will minimise any potential 

nuisance on surrounding 

sites and areas. 
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structures including ablution blocks, 

kitchens, laundries, and site 

management offices. 

 

Any application will not require 

written approvals and shall not be 

limited or publicly notified.  

 

10.17 Any workers accommodation not complying with Rule 7 of Section 9.2 to 

the City Plan is Restricted Discretionary under Rule 9 of that section. To 

achieve a degree of consistency, it is proposed that any non-compliance 

with Rule RD3, 6.4.2.2.2 is a Discretionary activity rather than non-

complying as is currently the case under rule 6.4.2.2.3. This is set out in 

Attachment A. 

 

10.18 I understand that the remaining operative rules for temporary workers 

accommodation will be notified in a separate proposal in February 2015.  

 

 Notification 

 

10.19 Michael Hughes67 seeks amendments in respect of "New temporary 

permits and extensions to existing temporary permits, to have direct 

neighbour input into effectiveness of screening and scale of temporary 

activities". It is assumed that notification is sought when applications are 

made rather than as a part of monitoring compliance after consent is 

granted.  

 

10.20 The proposal as notified provides for a range of activities as permitted until 

2018 without any requirement for consent. There would need to be a 

change to the activity status and requirement for affected parties to be 

notified to enable input from neighbours. This would result in increased 

consenting for temporary activities (relative to the OiC), which could make 

it more difficult for businesses to continue to operate due to the time and 

cost of a consenting process. There are considered to be sufficient controls 

                                                   
67

 Michael Hughes, #1121, page 4 
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in place to minimise temporary effects on adjoining residents and it is my 

opinion that Mr Hughes' relief on this point is not appropriate.   

 

10.21 Any application for resource consent for non-residential activities not 

complying with the standards is proposed to be a Discretionary activity 

(unless specified elsewhere in the pRDP) and Council has the ability under 

Section 95 of the Resource Management Act to notify affected persons on 

a full or limited basis. This is considered to be sufficient and provides a 

level of consistency in Council having the discretion to determine who may 

be affected on a case by case basis.  

 

11. GENERAL  

 

11.1 Gelita have submitted in support of the proposal as notified on the basis 

that the provisions are considered appropriate. With the exception of those 

matters for which amendments are proposed earlier in this Statement, I 

agree with Gelita's submission in support.  

 

12. DEFINITIONS  

 

12.1 The definitions within the scope of the hearing are Building, Site and 

Height. There have been no submissions opposing or seeking 

amendments to these definitions specific to the Proposal for temporary 

earthquake related activities. It is therefore recommended that the 

definitions are accepted for the purpose of Proposal 6 in stage 1 of the 

pRDP only.  

   

13. CONCLUSION 

 

13.1 The main issues raised in submissions relate to: 

 

(a) the appropriateness of the extension for temporary earthquake 

recovery activities to remain in residential, commercial and 

industrial areas beyond April 2018; 

(b) the appropriate activity status for proposals seeking to remain 

beyond April 2018 ; and 
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(c) provision for temporary earthquake recovery activities between 

the expiry of the OiC and the agreed pRDP expiry period for the 

temporary activities. 

 

13.2 The recommended changes in this evidence are considered to provide the 

right balance to recovery, by recognising the need to accommodate 

temporary recovery activities that are not in a position to relocate from their 

temporary situation, with a desire to "return the City to the new normal". 

 

13.3 There are also a number of recommended minor amendments to 

standards to recognise that temporary activities need to be established and 

operated in a safe manner (eg New Zealand Fire Service Firefighting Code 

of Practice) and that flexibility is needed to accommodate temporary 

infringements of building standards (eg height and recession plane).  

 

 

 

 
18 December 2014 

Alan Ross Matheson
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Attachment A 

 

Provisions for priority hearing on temporary activities related to earthquake recovery 

in the proposed Replacement District Plan 

 

Amended position of the Council : 18 December 2014 

 


